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Team Europe Ease to a Historic 8th Consecutive Win & Retain the 2017
Mosconi Cup
The current MOSCONI CUP title holders, Europe, defended their crown in the USA’s very own back yard as they
thrashed their hosts 11-4 at the Mandalay Bay hotel in Las Vegas.

Team Europe was backed as strong favourites to win the Mosconi Cup for an eighth consecutive year. Europe went into the final day needing
just one more win after taking a commanding 10-4 lead and it was Joshua Filler that ensured the Mosconi Cup headed back to Europe.
Filler beat team USA’s Dennis Hatch 5-3 in the day’s first game after the American had thrown away a 3-2 lead.
The fans turned out in their droves to the Mandalay Bay Convention Centre to witness a glorious celebration as the European team revelled in
their magnificent victory.
For European captain Marcus Chamat it was win No.3 after taking the helm in 2015 and he seems to have the magic touch.
“I am overwhelmed! The way we played, the way we came as a team and stood beside each other from the beginning,” said an emotional
Chamat.
“The American team tried hard and did good. It was a battle and things could have gone the other way in the middle of yesterday.
“In the end, hard work pays off – successful people work hard and that is what these guys did.”
For Joshua Filler it was a dream end to a dream debut as his captain presented him with the Most Valuable Player Award.
Filler, who ran undefeated through the tournament, winning two doubles and two singles matches, was delighted; “It couldn’t get better than
this. This is the best team with the best team spirit. I am lucky I have this team, they are always supporting me and without these guys we
wouldn’t win the Mosconi Cup eight times in a row.” Europe has not lost the Mosconi Cup since 2009.
This year the event was as always played on the very best Simonis 860 professional pool cloth and with the new Aramith Tournament Pro-Cup
TV set balls with the Duramith technology.
European Sales Manager for Simonis Cloth and Aramith Balls, Jean Francois Schmitz said: “We are so proud to be involved with such a
prestigious event. The new Aramith Tournament set features the Duramith™ technology with its high-tech engineered molecular structure
enhancing drastically the longevity of the balls while minimizing significantly table cloth wear. With a life-span that exceeds up to 8 times that
of the average polyester and phenol-like resins, Aramith ball sets are the choice of the modern pro player”.
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Sold in over 50 countries, Simonis™ cloth is
truly the universal choice for cue sports.
Having earned its reputation with professional
players and amateurs alike, Simonis remains
the choice for more tournaments worldwide
than any other cloth.

Made by Saluc in Belgium, Aramith™ Billiard
balls have enjoyed a legendary reputation for
outstanding endurance and uncompromised
quality. Used by almost 80% of players
worldwide, they are recognised as the
reference of the industry.

Strachan™ is made in the West of
England and is the world’s leading brand
of snooker and English pool cloth. The
official cloth of World Snooker and used
at professional tournaments worldwide.
It is the choice of champions.
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